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明基于三维人脸轮廓线的 Gabor 小波变换和 SVM 分类器相结合的方法能有效提
取三维人脸特征，计算量少，在三维人脸数据库 ZJU-3DFED 上“较好”的人脸



















Human face is intrinsically 3D deformable object with texture. The 3D shape 
information should not be ignored in face recognition since they provide another type 
of distinct feature to distinguish different faces. The research points in 3D face 
recognition mainly include 3D data acquisition、pretreatment、feature extraction and 
classifier design.  
In this thesis, based on the depth image, we focus on the following problems: 
feature extraction and classifier design, and the method of 3D face recognition based 
on Gabor wavelet transform and Support Vector Machine is proposed. 3D face 
contour feature extracted by using multi-channels Gabor wavelet filters was denoted 
by the coefficients of Gabor wavelet transform and its standard variance. In addition, 
the feature vectors are used to train and identify by support vector machine. Here lists 
the main work and our contributions in this thesis: 
1、As 3D point-cloud data are scattered points without structural information, the 
grid control points are used to simulate the point-cloud data which is created by 
B-spline surface fitting. We standardize the point-cloud data to reduce the quantity of 
point-cloud data to raise efficiency and robustness of our following algorithm. 
2、In the aspect of feature extraction, a method of 1D Gabor wavelet feature 
extraction based on 3D face contour is proposed. First, face contours are extracted in 
the basis of 3D face coordination system with the depth information, then viewing the 
contours as 1D signals, do the work of 1D Gabor wavelet to own great discriminating 
power for 3D face feature. 
3、We propose a simple but effective method, Support Vector Machine, to 
discriminate 3D faces. The experiment results show that the algorithm of 1D Gabor 
wavelet based on 3D face contours and SVM classifier, has a fast calculating speed, 
and the face recognition rates are around 86.7% on better face images and 81.5% on 
the whole 3D face database of ZJU-3DFED. 
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式识别、图像处理、计算机图形学等。文中重点主要专注三维人脸识别系统的后
两个步骤，即特征提取和分类识别，如图 1-1 的红色框内所含。 
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1.3 论文的内容和结构 


















识别方法及 LibSVM 软件工具的应用，并给出了部分数据结果。 
第五章阐述了三维人脸识别的系统框架、性能，并给出系统的设计与实现，
通过实验先是在“较好”的图像中验证了算法的性能，最后还在整个数据库上验
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